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The Forest Time, the forest-focused magazine

Visitors to the ForÃªt Investissement website can now �nd a special forestry news section. This is our online

magazine, known as "The Forest Time".

Since 2009, ForÃªt Investissement has met hundreds of people with a multitude of questions about buying a forest:

Our agency decided to provide some answers to these questions.

SHARING WHAT WE KNOW!

For centuries, the realm of the forest has been a closely guarded secret, but ForÃªt Investissement has decided to pass on and share
its knowledge via The Forest Time magazine. 
Thereâ€™s no need to be a mechanic if you want to buy a car, and you donâ€™t need to be a lumberjack to buy a forest! 
However, your car needs a mechanic and your forest will need a  manager.

How do you buy a forest?

What are the tax arrangements for forests?

How do I manage my forest?

What type of forest production?
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The wood sector is well organized and means any investor keen to follow through his acquisition can find support.  
The Forest Time provides information and answers to the questions newcomers, professionals, forest owners and future buyers
find themselves asking. Who better than ForÃªt Investissement to provide clear and relevant information? Who else would share
their know-how with such passion?

 

Bringing together the leading experts on the rural sector to produce an online magazine to make the forest accessible to all

 

Stakeholders in the forest, who are all professionals and experts in their respective fields, will contribute to The Forest Time, sharing
their analyses, their skills and their know-how.

Experts here to help

The team includes forestry consultants, lumberjacks, notaries familiar with the rural sector, specialist financiers and even nursery
growers.  All of these professionals are on hand to assist buyers in the management of their forest or future acquisition.  

Because the forest should not be reserved for â€˜those in the knowâ€™, ForÃªt Investissement has decided to share its knowledge
via The Forest Time. 
The Forest Time is solely devoted to providing highly relevant information, from leading experts on the rural sector, to ensure the
forest remains accessible to all.

Enjoy your read! 
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